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EXPERT MEETING ON THEROBUSTNESS OF CLIMATE CHANGEINFORMATION FOR DECISIONS



• “While our understanding of climate change and its potentialimpacts has become clearer, the availability of practical guidance onadaptation has not kept pace” (UNDP Adaptation Policy Frameworkfor Climate Change, 2004)
• This is arguably still true in 2024.
• From the perspectives of policy-makers and planners, and bilateral andmultilateral climate finance mechanisms, more capacity is required toplace climate information in the user context.
• Only through the effective combination of all relevant information canpragmatic policy be developed, and decision-makers be enabled toidentify effective adaptation actions. In this process, climateinformation is an essential ingredient but not the only one.
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THE ADAPTATION CHALLENGE



Outputs

Outcomes

Projectactivities

Barriers, risks

GOAL

Assumptions Countries are motivated and incentivized to act; are government agnostic in the longterm; etc.

Climate changemainstreamed intonational planning
Capacity exists for effective translationof actionable information betweenclimate service providers and users

Developing countries are able to: understand the likely impact of climate changeon their development plans; create national climate change strategies and plansas a response; decide mitigation and adaptation priorities; match sources offunding to a long term, adjustable, project pipeline

The 2023 UNEP Adaptation
Gap Report estimates the

adaptation finance gap to be
USD 194–366 billion per year

???

Adaptation interventions arestill largely small-scale andincremental rather thantransformative (AR6 Syn Rep)Climate resilient development demandsactions based on integrated, multi-sectoral solutions that address socialinequities, and cut across these systems(AR6 Syn Rep)
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Feasible adaptation options (AR6 Syn. Rep. SPM.7)



• The assessment of the feasibility of adaptation options is a good startingpoint but is not a sufficient tool for selection and implementation.
• There is no single approach to adaptation option selection. User needs anddecision-making contexts are diverse – probably unique - and there is no “onesize fits all” solution.
• Selection and prioritization of adaptation options is a wicked problem. Not alloptions can be realized (due to limitations of resources, capacity, or policy).In many cases, political and economic conditions may be a more significantdriver of outcomes than climate change (Noble et al., 2014).
• There are many generic recommendations for a step-wise approach steps toconducting a climate change impact and adaptation assessment (IPCC/Carteret al., 1994; UNDP (2004) Adaptation Policy Frameworks for Climate Change,PROVIA (2013) Guidance on Assessing Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptationto Climate Change, etc., etc. ). 5
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IPCC Technical Guidelines for assessing climate change
impacts and adaptations(1994)

UNDP Adaptation Policy Frameworks for
Climate ChangeF (2004)

60th IPCC plenary session agreed a revision of these
guidelines will be developed during the seventh cycle (in

conjunction with the Working Group II report and
published as a separate product).



UNFCCC policies and targets (e.g. NAPs, COP decisions)

UN Decade of this or that, early warnings for all

4 year cycle, goals and targets of funders (e.g. GCF)
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CLIMATE INFORMATION GATEWAY/WIKI
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• “While the role of IPCC is clearly felt as areference, authoritative, starting point, there isa need for complementary information totranslate the assessments at the national,local or sectoral level” (IPCC AR6 WG1)
• Is there a role for an expert community ofpractice? Or resources that describe andpromote good practice in the translation andintegration of climate information?
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Translation at geographic orsectoral levels

IPCC AR6, WGI, Ch 10, Figure 10.1







• Once a range of potential adaptation options has been identified, the hardestpart of the adaptation process is arguably the prioritization and final selectionof projects to be implemented.
• This is also where there is the most obvious gap in the existing literature andknowledge products.
• The final stage in the adaptation selection journey involves a comparison ofoptions. This often draws on the economic toolkit: Barrier Analysis, CostBenefit Analysis (CBA) or Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA), etc.
• Resources exist that offer decision support in a sectoral context (e.g. IFADAdaptation Framework Tool), but few offer generic decision support (anexception is the prototype weADAPT Climate Adaptation Options Explorer)
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Decision Tools



• In the complex challenge of adapting to climate change, is the biggestknowledge gap is around good practices for selecting and prioritizingadaptation options?
• Finance for adaptation needs to be stepped up urgently for countries to meettheir adaptation goals. However, finance can only increase and flow if there istrusted guidance on how to select and implement adaptation projects
• The next few years provides a unique opportunity for all relevant stakeholdersto engage with the scoping and delivery of these updated guidelines, and toensure that global efforts to enhance adaptation guidance are aligned.
• Hopefully we can make a start at this workshop! It is essential that allperspectives are heard.
• Listen!
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FINAL REMARKS


